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1 Training	  Program	  Overview	  
	  
This	  training	  program	  structured	  under	  eight	  sessions.	  	  Each	  session	  includes	  workshop	  
activities,	  allowing	  participant	  to	  undertake	  specific	  management	  activities	  and	  to	  
experience	  the	  interaction	  with	  the	  OVM	  manager,	  the	  core	  tool	  for	  administering	  OVM	  
environments.	  	  The	  sessions	  start	  with	  an	  overview	  of	  Oracle’s	  Virtualisation	  technologies,	  
covering	  concepts	  and	  terminology.	  	  These	  sessions	  move	  through	  the	  core	  activities	  
required	  to	  manage	  virtual	  server	  environments	  on	  a	  daily	  basis,	  to	  create	  and	  deploy	  new	  
servers	  and	  to	  manage	  environments	  through	  their	  life	  within	  JIS.	  
	  
The	  eight	  sessions	  are,	  
	  	  	  	  

Session	  1,	  Introduction	  to	  Oracle	  Virtual	  Machine	  technology	  
Session	  2,	  Overview	  of	  OVM	  Manager	  
Session	  3,	  Physical	  Server	  Discovery	  
Session	  4,	  Starting	  and	  stopping	  virtual	  servers	  
Session	  5,	  Networking	  
Session	  6,	  Storage	  and	  Repositories	  
Session	  7,	  Cloning	  virtual	  servers	  
Session	  7,	  Events	  and	  Errors	  
Session	  8,	  Backup	  and	  Recovery	  
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2 What	  you	  will	  learn	  
	  
At	  the	  completion	  of	  this	  course	  you	  will	  have	  a	  clear	  understanding	  of	  Oracle’s	  
virtualisation	  technologies,	  the	  administration	  of	  virtual	  machine	  environments	  and	  the	  use	  
of	  the	  management	  tool,	  OVM	  Manager,	  required	  to	  undertake	  this	  administrative	  activity.	  
	  
The	  course	  does	  not	  cover	  the	  basic	  building	  of	  OVM	  server	  on	  bare	  metal	  or	  the	  installation	  
of	  OVM	  manager.	  	  These	  activities	  are	  described	  in	  the	  installation	  instructions	  developed	  by	  
the	  project	  team	  during	  the	  installation	  and	  commissioning	  of	  the	  EBS	  12.2	  solution.	  
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3 Session 1, Introduction to Oracle Virtual Machine Technologies 
	  

3.1 What is covered in this section? 

	  
In this session you will learn the history, foundation principles, types, benefits and terminology used when 
discussion software virtualisation.  A brief discussion on thee JIS implementation of Oracle Virtualisation 
will also be covered, providing you with an understanding of the rationale behind the decision to adopt 
this technology. 

	  
	  

3.2 History of Virtualisation. 

	  
The concept of virtualization is generally believed to have its origins in the mainframe days in the late 
1960s and early 1970s, when IBM invested a lot of time and effort in developing robust time-sharing 
solutions. Time-sharing refers to the shared usage of computer resources among a large group of users, 
aiming to increase the efficiency of both the users and the expensive computer resources they share. This 
model represented a major breakthrough in computer technology: the cost of providing computing 
capability dropped considerably and it became possible for organizations, and even individuals, to use a 
computer without actually owning one. Similar reasons are driving virtualization for industry standard 
computing today: the capacity in a single server is so large that it is almost impossible for most workloads 
to effectively use it. The best way to improve resource utilization, and at the same time simplify data 
centre management, is through virtualization. 
 
Data centres today use virtualization techniques to provide abstraction from the physical hardware, create 
large aggregated pools of logical resources consisting of CPUs, memory, disks, file storage, applications, 
networking, and offer those resources to users or customers in the form of agile, scalable, consolidated 
virtual machines. Even though the technology and use cases have evolved, the core meaning of 
virtualization remains the same: to enable a computing environment to run multiple independent systems 
at the same time. 

 

3.3 Benefits of Virtualisation 

 
Virtualisation provides the following benefits, 

1. Resource Optimisation 
2. Consolidation 
3. Maximised Uptime of systems 
4. Automated protection of applications from server failures 
5. Streamlined migration of workloads as need change 
6. Protects investments in existing and legacy systems 
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If virtualization is defined as enabling multiple operating systems to run on a single host computer , then 
the essential component in the virtualization stack is the hypervisor . This hypervisor, also called Virtual 
Machine Monitor (VMM), creates a virtual platform on the host computer, on top of which multiple guest 
operating systems are executed and monitored. This way, multiple operating systems, which are either 
multiple instances of the same operating system, or different operating systems, can share the hardware 
resources offered by the host. 
 

Hypervisors are commonly classified as one of these two types, as show in Table 4.1, “Hypervisor Types”. 
 
Table 4.1 Hypervisor Types 
 
Classification Characteristics and Description 

Type 1:  
native 
or  
bare 
metal 
 

Native hypervisors are software systems that run 
directly on the host's hardware to control the 
hardware, and to monitor the guest operating 
systems. Consequently, the guest operating system 
runs on a separate level above the hypervisor. 
Examples of this classic implementation of virtual 
machine architecture are Oracle VM, Microsoft 
Hyper-V, VMware ESXi and Xen. 

Type 2:  
hosted 
 

Hosted hypervisors are designed to run within a 
traditional operating system. 
In other words, a hosted hypervisor adds a distinct 
software layer on top of the host operating system, 
and the guest operating system becomes a third 
software level above the hardware. A well-known 
example of a hosted hypervisor is Oracle VM 
VirtualBox. Others include VMware Server and 
Workstation, Microsoft Virtual PC, KVM,  
QEMU and Parallels. 
 

 

	  
The implementation we will discuss is a High Availability design based on clustering of multiple redundant 
servers and a fully resilient storage area network technology.  The design principles employed work with a 
basic founding concept of no single point of failure for any of the components or technologies.  The 
following diagram illustrates the design with the servers on the left representing the Production 
Environments and those on the right the remote disaster recovery services.  These servers are assembled 
in an Oracle VM Cluster, allowing a server to fail with minimal interruption in service availability during the 
transition of services from the failed server to the new server assigned to provision services in the event of 
a primary node failure.  The implementation does not employ live migration, a restriction imposed on the 
system as a result of the use of Hard Partitioning.  Hard Partitioning allows a physical limiting of Cores and 
Memory to a client server to the achieved and accepted by Oracle when assessing CPU capacity on a 
server.  The CB-500 blade server have significantly more core capacity than is required to run EBS and for 
this reason Hard Partitioning has been employed to contain Oracle License costs within the JIS 
implementation. 
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The OVM architecture comprises one or many bare metal servers, storage, network services, clients or 
virtual machines and a VM Manager used to administer the assembled environment.  Physical servers and 
their associated components are assembled and managed within server pools that hold the registered 
details of individual converged environments and their service and operational characteristics.  

The physical server, described as DOM0, resides directly on a physical server.  Its role is to manage the 
physical resources and present them to clients, or virtual machines, known as DOMn, where n is a number 
of 1 and above.  The manager is responsible to monitor and administer both the OVM server and its 
clients and it does so using a services based architecture. Diagram 4.2 illustrated the OVM architecture.	  	  
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Diagram	  4.2	  

	  
	  

3.4 Client Applications: 
Various user interfaces to Oracle VM Manager are provided, either via the graphical user interface (GUI) 
accessible using a web-browser; the command line interface (CLI) accessible using an SSH client; custom 
built applications or scripts that use the Web Services API (WS-API); or external applications, such as 
Oracle Enterprise Manager. All communications with Oracle VM Manager are secured using either a key 
or certificate based technology. 
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3.5 Oracle VM Manager: 
Used to manage Oracle VM Servers, virtual machines, and resources. It is comprised of a number of 
subcomponents, include a web browser-based user interface; and a command line interface (CLI) allowing 
you to manage your infrastructure directly from the command line either via external scripts or by running 
manual command sequences. Each of these interfaces runs as a separate application to the Oracle VM 
Manager core and interfaces with this using the Web Services API.  
 
The Oracle VM Manager core is an Oracle WebLogic Server application running on Oracle Linux. The user 
interface uses the Application Development Framework (ADF) application, providing a common look and 
feel, in line with other Oracle web-based applications. Oracle VM Manager can be on a standalone 
computer, or part of a virtual machine running on an instance of Oracle VM Server. While Oracle VM 
Manager core and the Oracle VM Manager GUI are both WebLogic applications, they are separate 
applications, even though they share the same process space.  
 
Oracle VM Manager communicates with each Oracle VM Server via the Oracle VM Agent, using XML-RPC 
over HTTPS on port 8899. Actions on servers that are initiated within Oracle VM Manager are triggered 
using this method. The Oracle VM Agent on each Oracle VM Server is equally able to send 
notifications, statistics and event information back to Oracle VM Manager. Actions within Oracle VM 
Manager triggered by Oracle VM Agent are achieved using the Web Services API exposed by Oracle VM 
Manager and are secured using HTTPS. 
 
While Oracle VM Manager is a critical component for configuration actions within the Oracle VM 
infrastructure, the virtualized environment can continue to function properly even if Oracle VM Manager 
experiences downtime. This includes the ability to maintain high availability and to perform live migration 
of virtual machines. 
 

3.6 Oracle VM Manager Database: 
Used by Oracle VM Manager core to store and track configuration, status changes and events. Oracle VM 
Manager uses a MySQL Enterprise database that is bundled in the installer and which runs on the same 
host where Oracle VM Manager is installed. The database is configured for the exclusive use of Oracle VM 
Manager and must not be used by any other applications. The database is automatically backed up on a 
regular schedule, and facilities are provided to perform manual backups as well. 
 
 
 

3.7 Oracle VM Server: 
A managed virtualization environment providing a lightweight, secure, server platform which runs virtual 
machines, also known as domains. At least one Oracle VM Server is required, but several are needed to 
take advantage of clustering. Oracle VM Server is installed on a bare metal computer, and contains the 
Oracle VM Agent to manage communication with Oracle VM Manager. dom0 is an abbreviation for 
domain zero, the management or control domain with privileged access to the hardware and device 
drivers. DomU is an unprivileged domain with no direct access to the hardware or device drivers. A user-
domain (domU) is started and managed on an Oracle VM Server by dom0. 
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On x86-based systems, Oracle VM Server is based upon an updated version of the underlying Xen 
hypervisor technology, and includes Oracle VM Agent. It also includes a Linux kernel with support for a 
broad array of devices, file systems, and software RAID volume management. The Linux kernel is run as 
dom0 to manage one or more DomU virtual machines, each of which could be Linux, Oracle Solaris, or 
Microsoft Windows ™ 
. 
In contrast, Oracle VM Server for SPARC takes advantage of the hypervisor that is already included within 
the SPARC firmware, alongside the Oracle VM Agent for SPARC. The default Oracle Solaris operating 
system is usually promoted to act as the primary domain, which is equivalent to dom0 on x86 
systems. Once the primary domain is in place, it can be used to create and manage further domains 
running different versions of the Oracle Solaris operating system. 
 
Groups of Oracle VM Servers are usually clustered together to create server pools. This allows Oracle VM 
Manager to handle load balancing and failover for high-availability environments. Virtual machines run 
within a server pool and can be easily moved between the different servers that make up a server 
pool. Server pools also provide logical separation of servers and virtual machines. Server pools are 
required entities within the Oracle VM infrastructure, even if they consist of only one server. 
 
Each Oracle VM Server maintains its own Berkeley Database, used to store local configuration and runtime 
information. This allows the Oracle VM Server to continue to function normally, even if Oracle VM 
Manager becomes unavailable for a period. Where Oracle VM Servers are clustered together, a separate 
cluster database, stored in the server pool file system, is shared between the servers. This allows the 
server pool to continue to provide clustering features, such as High Availability, even if Oracle VM 
Manager is unavailable. 
 

3.8 External Shared Storage: 
Provides storage for a variety of purposes and is required to enable high-availability options afforded 
through clustering. Storage discovery and management is achieved using the Oracle VM Manager, which 
then interacts with Oracle VM Servers via the storage connect framework to then interact with storage 
components. This process is discussed in more detail in Section 6, “Storage and Repositories”. Oracle VM 
provides support for a variety of external storage types including NFS, iSCSI and Fibre Channel 

	  

3.9 Xen™ 
Oracle VM makes use of Xen technology, when running on x86 servers, taking advantage of the Xen 
hypervisor. The Xen hypervisor is a small, lightweight bare metal hypervisor for x86-compatible 
computers. The Xen hypervisor securely executes multiple virtual machines on one host computer. Each 
virtual machine runs in its own domain and has its own guest operating system with almost native 
performance. A primary management domain, called dom0, also runs as a guest on top of the hypervisor. 
See “What are Domains?” for more information on domains. The Xen hypervisor was originally created by 
researchers at Cambridge University, and derived from work done on the Linux kernel. 
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Figure 2.2 Oracle VM Server Hypervisor and Guest Domains 

 
 

3.10 What are Domains? 
The terms "domain", "guest" and "virtual machine" are often used interchangeably, but they have subtle 
differences. A domain is a configurable set of resources, including memory, virtual CPUs, network devices 
and disk devices, in which virtual machines run. A domain or virtual machine is granted virtual resources 
and can be started, stopped and restarted independently of other domains or the host server itself. A 
guest is a virtualized operating system running within a domain. Multiple guests can run on the same 
Oracle VM Server, each within its own domain. 
 

3.11 What are Server Pools? 
A server pool is a required entity in Oracle VM, even if it contains a single Oracle VM Server. In practice, 
several Oracle VM Servers will form a server pool, and an Oracle VM environment may contain one or 
several server pools. Server pools are typically clustered, although an unclustered server pool is also 
possible. 
 
Server pools have shared access to storage repositories and exchange and store vital cluster information 
in the server pool file system. In a server pool, a Master server is elected, which is responsible for 
centralized communication with the Oracle VM Manager. If necessary, any other member of the server 
pool can take over the Master role. Even in case of server failure, the server pool remains accessible at its 
virtual IP address, which all servers in the pool share. Since server pools have shared access to storage 
repositories, live migration of virtual machines is possible for load balancing or for scheduled 
maintenance, so that a virtual machine can be moved from one Oracle VM Server to another without an 
interruption of service. 
 
Within a clustered server pool, virtual machines have high availability or HA. The clustering technology 
used within Oracle VM can take care of monitoring the status of all of the Oracle VM Servers belonging to 
the server pool. If a pool member disappears for whatever reason, its virtual machines can be recovered 
and brought back up on another Oracle VM Server because all necessary resources are available on 
shared storage. 
 
A detailed explanation of the purpose of a server pool and the technology used within one is provided in 
Chapter 6, Understanding Server Pools and Oracle VM Servers of the Oracle OVM Concepts Guide. 
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3.12 What are Virtualization Modes? 
A virtual machine can be defined as a virtualized operating system with its associated software and 
applications. It runs in one of three virtualization modes, also named domain types: 
 
Hardware virtualized (HVM): 
An unmodified guest operating system executes in complete isolation. Instructions are trapped and 
emulated at the hardware level (Intel ® VT-x/VT-i and AMD-V™ ). This means that a guest can run without 
specific modifications to allow for virtualization. 
 

3.13 Paravirtualized (PVM): 
A software interface similar but not identical to the underlying hardware is presented to the guest 
operating system. Paravirtualization provides hooks for guest instructions so that hardware related tasks 
such as access to network resources, blocks and underlying files can be handled by the management 
domain instead of the virtual machine, often significantly improving performance, particularly for 32-bit 
environments. Paravirtualization requires that the guest kernel has support for and loads the PVM drivers 
to be made aware of the virtual environment. 
 

3.14 Hardware virtualized with paravirtualized drivers (PVHVM): 
Similar to HVM but with additional paravirtualized drivers that are capable of handling I/O related 
processes directly within the management domain to increase VM performance. This provides the 
advantages of paravirtualization to an otherwise hardware virtualized guest. This domain type is typically 
used to run Microsoft Windows™ guests with a limited performance penalty. 
 

 

3.15 Review of Oracle Virtual Machine Technologies 
 
During this session we covered the history, foundation principles, types, benefits and terminology used 
when discussion software virtualisation.  You should be able to names the key components of an Oracle 
Virtual Machine environment including the resilience and scalability features available from the JIS 
implementation of OVM. You should also have a perspective on the history of virtual computing and 
where it emerged from together with it benefits. 
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4 Session 2, Installing Oracle VirtualBox and Importing OVM 
Virtual Machine 

 

Before we continue to learn about OVM Manager, we will import a pre-built OVM Manager that will be 
used in the creation of the Oracle Cloud Control 12c environment, that integrates OVM Manager with 
Cloud Control. 

The staging server, which is a laptop with 16Gb of memory, has VritualBox pre-installed.  It has 1Tb SSD 
attached which holds OVM Templates and ISOs used in the session of this course.  A copy of this will be 
available for you to copy and use at your leisure. 

  

From the File Menu, select the Import Appliance. 

  

 
 

The Import Appliance pop up screen appears. 

Select the folder icon on the right, as illustrated. 
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Navigate to the OVM_TEMPLAT disk and select the OVM332For…..ntrol12c.ova. 

Press the Open button. 
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Press the Continue button. 
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Press the Import button. 
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The import progress bar will be displayed. 
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Once the import has completed, you can start the new OVM Manager and start to import the four virtual 
machine templates for Cloud Control 12c. 
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Press the Start button after selecting the new virtual machine. 
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The Virtual machine will start and automatically start the OVM manager services which include a MY-SQL 
database and WebLogic server. 

 

Log in as the root user with a password of <Your Password>. 
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Select Other and then enter root and the root password when prompted. 
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Start the web browser and log into the OVM Manager as the admin user with a password of <Your 
Password>. 
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This completes the second lesson in this series.  In the next session we will cover the management of 
virtual machines.  

 

 

 


